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Warhol's "Prince Series"
Goes Before the
Supreme Court . . . again
This past December, the Andy Warhol Foundation, (establshed
by Andy Warhol . . . Advancing the Visual Arts Since 1987) filed
an appeal, asking the Supreme Court to reconsider it’s finding of
an interesting 1984 case.
The long and short of it is: Lynn Goldsmith is a photographer,
who took a photo of Prince during one of his concerts at the
Palladium in New York City ... Andy Warhol later used the
photo (or portions of it) in the creation of his new series of works,
“The Prince Series,” comprised of sixteen distinct new works.
Photographer, Lynn Goldsmith, claims her photograph is
protected by copyright law. The Andy Warhol Foundation
claims that Warhol did not violate the Copyright Act.
From the looks of it, Warhol copied the Goldsmith Prince
Photograph at some point, utilizing a portion (or portions) of
Prince’s neck and collar. Interesting too is the fact that in all
these legal cases, neither litigant is claiming that Prince owns
Bridget Riley, Nineteen Greys, screenprint. Est. $7,000-10,000
Jean Dubuffet, Samedi Tantot, color lithograph. Est. $7,000-10,000

Prints & Multiples
Auction Spring 2022

Please contact us for a complimentary auction estimate.
Cynthia L. Klein
Prints@Doyle.com
+1-212-427-4141 ext 246
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The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/business-news/
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INC.
buying and selling important american prints since 1898

Become part of the historic

Society of American Graphic Artists
(SAGA), established 1915

Introducing

SAGA GALLERY
Union Square, New York City

Jan Matulka “New York” Lithograph, c.1925.

IMPORTANT
AMERICAN ART

BOUGHT AND SOLD!
W W W.O LD P RINTS H O P. CO M
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: theoldprintshop
FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK: The Old Print Shop, Inc.

Linda Adato Show, September 2021

featuring

• Member Exhibitions
• Group Shows
• Workshops
Visit our website at www.sagaprints.com for more information

ROBERT K. NEWMAN HARRY S. NEWMAN
150 LEXINGTON AVENUE AT 30TH STREET NEW YORK, NY 10016-8108
TEL 212.683.3950 INFO@OLDPRINTSHOP.COM

Facebook: @ SAGAPrintsUSA

Instagram: @ SAGAPrintsNYC
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Kevin Cummins, “Meadow”
Etching/aquatint, 6 x 8 inches
Edition of 50, Completed 2021
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Marjorie

Tomchuk
An Artist/Printmaker
Who Expands Dimensions in Printed Form

by Laura G. Einstein
“I was fascinated by Marjorie
when I first met her. I was a young
printmaker and she projected a
confidence I hadn’t seen before in
a woman artist. After years of
getting to know Marjorie it is clear
to see how her work reflects her
life experiences, travels, and her
tendency to be a quiet observer.
Her constructed embossed prints
are architectural in feel, but what
stands out to me the most is how she
combines stillness and movement
throughout her prints.”
DeAnn L. Prosia, President,
Society of American Graphic Artists

C

anadian
born
artist
Marjorie Tomchuk has
been a printmaker for the
entirety of her professional
career.
Two printmaking
techniques are her métier –
woodcut and etching in its
myriad and variety of forms.
At the age of 87, she is still
winning first place awards in
exhibitions such as at Carriage
Barn Arts Center in New
Canaan, CT, where she was
awarded the Betty Barker Award
(Best in Show) for Sunlight and
Smoke this past September
2021. (images page 5)
Sunlight and Smoke is the
perfect example of Tomchuk’s
singular artistic talent. Note
the sun on the horizon, the
undulating waves of the clouds
as they move across the three
bands of sky, the embossed
forms that define the roiling
skyscape, and the luminous
burn of the setting sun. The
blazing sun is defined by inks
that are fiery reds and yellows.
Verdant greens and soft blues
are complemented by quieter
shades of beige and taupe that
are interspersed throughout
the picture plane. The fibrous,
uneven borders of this work
Page 4 January, 2022

allows the sunset to expand evocative and compelling.
infinitely.
The undulating and geometric
forms bestow a lyrical
Papermaking provides the movement to the works of art.
perfect substrate for Tomchuk's
printmaking.
The paper Confluence II, another work
itself is made of a substance that won Best in Show in a
called cotton linter that is the juried exhibition, American
original fiber from a cotton Fiber in Cleveland, Ohio,
plant. Marjorie beats the wet in 2016, is a vortex of two
fibers in a Hollander beater, forms cascading inward in a
a machine developed by the sweeping motion articulated
Dutch in 1680, to produce by grids of impressed squares.
paper pulp from the cotton The cumulative compilation
linter sheets that were sent to of squares is highlighted by
her from North Carolina. A subtle applications of black
papermaking mold is used to ink that contours the motion
pick up a layer of slurry. The downward and to the left as it
slurry is then couched, which shifts to diminishing shades of
means, it is laid down to dry. gray. The white paper is made
The process is repeated until more striking by the adjacent
an inventory of paper is built tones that together heighten
up for future use. She likes that the pristine and pure white of
the cellulose fibers are long
and pliable and that they will
coalesce and pull together as
they dry creating a very thick
and irregular substrate.

the underlying paper.
Erosion, is an evocation of a
silty landscape of browns and
greens with embossed rivulets
of water coursing through the
surface.
Impact/Fracture, is a dynamic
burst of a lightning bolt
striking at the center of the
paper by hot yellows and reds
and embossed forms that cut
deeply into the paper.
Water and Ice is a horizontal
structure that is as icy cold
as a windowpane with a
surface that is marked by
frozen condensation creating
crystallized patterns that occur
during the depths of winter.

While Tomchuk waits for the
papers to dry, she considers
the addition of sculpted forms
and a last step application of
color, with ink dyes, that will
be airbrushed onto the surface
of the paper. (The rubber
stamps are sourced from
Canal Rubber in NYC; and
the inks are fiber dyes sourced
from Pro-Chemical & Dye in
Massachusetts.) While doing
so, Marjorie cuts 1/8” rubber
collagraph plates to emboss
the paper that will later be run
through the press. The dried
paper is dampened to make
it receptive to the pressure
of the printing press as it
accepts the newly embossed
forms from the collagraph
plates. The application of
ink dyes complement the
sculpted forms producing a
finished product that is both
© Journal of the Print World, 2022. All rights reserved.
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An Impactful History

Perhaps Tomchuk, in her works of art,
is conjuring memories of her family’s
homestead, where they grew wheat
in vast quantities. This wheat was
immensely helpful during World War II
when there was a shortage of it and her
family contributed to the war efforts. The
temperate climate of central Canada was
conducive to wheat production and her
family profited from it creating a home
life that was rich in nature’s bounty.

Marjorie’s printmaking career began in
1962, when she studied in Tokyo with the
renowned Japanese printmaking Yoshida
family. She refers to Japan as being vital
to her understanding of printmaking;
especially woodcut and the varied textures
inherent to handmade paper. After Japan,
Marjorie lived in Frankfurt, Germany, for
one year, creating etchings in the studio of
graphic artist Helga Kaiser. New York City
was next for Tomchuk when she enrolled Marjorie Tomchuk’s works of art pay
at the now defunct Pratt Graphics Center. homage to her wholesome heritage
transfigured into the printed form. Her
aster printer/artist Dan Welden works of art are strongly reminiscent of
commented, “I have known her rich biography.
Marjorie Tomchuk since the
early 80’s when her paper works first
appealed to me and a little later I had
the privilege of meeting her. Her quiet,
almost shy appearance was quite unique
amidst more of the boisterous types of
artists. Her talent needed no fanfare
or flag waving … the works on/with
paper were consistent, and always stood
literally in a high and elevated state.”

M

It was not only her training, but also her
interest in seeing the world that affected
Tomchuk’s imagery and techniques.
Throughout her career, she has traveled
extensively looking for inspiration in
nature that ranged from verdant to
desolate. She has seen firsthand the
vibrant and lush colors and landscapes
of Asia and Myanmar (Burma) replete
with a very intense sunlight hitting the
landscapes to the sparse prairie of her
homeland that is the Central Canadian
prairie.
Her works expand beyond any constrict
or construct. She speaks of the Cree
nation, an indigenous people who live
primarily in Canada, who are credited
with planting spruce trees that made a
type of shield for her as she played among
them – in the prairie – as a child. These
trees, from what Marjorie confided, did
not confine her to a certain place or
plane. She imagined them creating an
uneven border in which she could play.
In comparison, she has sculpted each
work to, perhaps subconsciously, provide
a sense of infinite space that is imbued
with a subtle tonal range. In the end, the
works are a resplendent joining together
of texture, color, and an expansiveness
whose ends are loosely articulated by an
uneven deckle.

Marjorie Tomchuk
“Sunlight and Smoke,” 2020
Ed. 10 22” x 22”
Betty BarkerAward, Best in Show
Member’s Exhibit, Carriage Barn Arts Center, New Canaan, CT

Marjorie Tomchuk
“Water and Ice,” 2002
Ed. 50, 25” x 36”
Collection of
American Museum of Paper Making,
Atlanta, GA

Marjorie Tomchuk, “Confluence II,” 2016, Ed.1026” x 26” Best in Show Award
American Fiber, Morgan Conservatory , Cleveland, OH

Laura G. Einstein is currently Manager of the Mezzanine Gallery at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. She has more than thirty years’ experience in curating and museum work.
Einstein has worked as Interim Head and Assistant Curator of the Asian Art Department
at Yale University Art Gallery and as Lecturer at The Metropolitan Museum of Art and at
the IBM Gallery of Science and Art, among other institutions. Einstein served as Executive
Director at the Center for Contemporary Printmaking in Norwalk, Connecticut. She has also
served as an Educator at The Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut.
lgefineart@gmail.com
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Marjorie Tomchuk
“Impact/Fracture, 2014
Ed. 30, 22” x 24” New Prints,
International Print Center, NYC
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The International Block Print
Renaissance Then and Now:
A Centennial Celebration of Block Prints
in Wichita, Kansas, 1922–2022
February 26 - August 7

T

he International Block Print Renaissance began in the last
decades of the 19th century in Europe. The Midwestern
city of Wichita played a major role in expanding this renaissance throughout America.
The International Block Print Renaissance Then and Now: A
Centennial Celebration of Block Prints in Wichita, Kansas,
1922–2022 celebrates the centennial of one of the earliest
block print exhibitions in America, held in Wichita, Kansas,
in 1922. The exhibition opens at the Wichita Art Museum on
February 27, 2022 and will remain on view until August 7.
C. A. Seward assembled the 1922 show for the newly-formed
Wichita Art Association. In 1928, he organized the first of an
annual, juried exhibition of block prints that would continue
for over sixty years. Notably, two years after the inauguration
of this 1928 exhibition, the Prairie Print Makers—a national
print society—was founded in Wichita. Together, these events
firmly established the city’s place in the histories of printmaking and of American art.

I

n the early 1940s, Wichita’s Annual American Block Print
Exhibition was expanded to include all printmaking media. It continued through the 1990s. Nearly all of the major American printmakers sent their work for display in this

exhibition. The list of these artists ranges from the most distinguished block printmakers in America including Gustave
Baumann, Frances Gearhart, Helen Hyde, B. J. O. Nordfeldt,
C. A. Seward, and Ernest Watson to the legends of contemporary American printmaking including Clinton Adams, Glen
Alps, Leonard Baskin, Warrington Colescott, Mauricio Lasansky, Sol Lewitt, Rudy Pozzatti, Clare Romano, Carol Summers,
and June Wayne.
The Exhibition for 2022 includes over 100 prints and, along
with the accompanying 375-page illustrated catalogue, explores
Wichita’s important role in the history of this international renaissance. This Exhibition features artwork by the leading European printmakers Frank Morley Fletcher, Walther Klemm, and
Hans Neumann; by Japanese masters such as Utagawa Hiroshige and Katsushika Hokusai; and by the most distinguished
American block printmakers, including those listed above. The
Exhibition also celebrates the ongoing vigor of this renaissance
through the work of twelve contemporary printmakers—Linda
Lee Boyd, Louise Fisher, Jean Gumpper, Timothy G. High, Karen
Kunc, Leon Loughridge, Mike Lyon, Michelle Martin, Gordon
Mortensen, Walt Padgett, Micah Schwaberow, and Mark Sisson.

A

ccompanying this large-scale Exhibition is a complementary show illustrating more specifically the rich thematic,
stylistic, and technical connections between Japanese and
Western block prints during this period. This supplemental
installation features around sixty prints by both Japanese and
European block printmakers including Kesai Eisen, Hiroshige,
Imao Keinen, Utagawa Kunisada, and Kunichika Toyohara;
along with Jacques Beltrand, Norbertine Bresslern-Roth, Jules
Chadel, Hans Frank, William Giles, Eric Gill, Hugo Henneberg, Kathe Kollwitz, Max Kurzweil, Carl Moll, Carl Moser,
William Nicholson, Emil Orlik, John Edgar Platt, Heine Rath,
Mabel Royds, Allen Seaby, Richard Seewald, and Felix Vallotton. Examining and comparing their styles and interpretations
of themes will introduce visitors to the rich and exciting environment of the early years of the International Block Print
Renaissance.
The history of the development of the International Block Print
Renaissance begins with the fortuitous confluence of two cultural developments in the last decades of the19th century. They
were the emergence and rapid spread of the Arts and Crafts
Movement and the first major international expositions that
presented the arts of various nations, including Japan, as well
as the latest products resulting from the Industrial Revolution.
When coupled, these two primary factors resulted in this renaissance: this rebirth of interest among European and North
American artists in creating original block prints.

I

n 1851, Prince Albert—husband of England’s Queen Victoria—organized the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, popularly known as the Crystal Palace
Exposition. The Crystal Palace Exposition set a precedent for
international world’s fairs, which quickly became one of the
primary vehicles of cultural exchange and influence among
nations in Europe and beyond. The Exposition Universelle
held in Paris in 1867 was the first such fair where a substantial
number of Japanese prints, known as ukiyoe, were on display.
Numerous exhibitions of these prints soon followed, and their
popularity spread rapidly throughout Europe and America. In
addition to these prints, Japanese illustrated books (enro and
manga) also began appearing in shops.
The newly-accessible Japanese prints were made by printing
hand-carved wooden blocks. European artists had historically used this same method of making prints, and these ukiyoe
prints galvanized a reawakening of interest in creating block
prints. The everyday subject matter and stylization of the Japanese printmakers inspired European artists, and the International Block Print Renaissance began.
The prints of Japanese artists were dramatically different from
those of their peers in Europe and North America. The latter
based their practice on the academic, traditional standards of
depictions of religious and historical stories and portraits of the
continued on page 14
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SKINNER in January

The auction also includes a small group of photographs by
Harry Callahan. Among them are Grasses, Wisconsin and Aixn January, Skinner Auctioneers will be hosting its next ma- en-Provence. Both date from the late 1950s and are of a similar
jor sale of Fine Photographs. The auction features work from subject matter, but with varied results.
across the history of photography with particular strengths in With Grasses, Callahan created a highly abstract composition.
American Modernism and Social Documentary photographs. Nearly indistinguishable blades of grass come to the forefront
When photographers such as Edward Weston transitioned as minimal white lines and recede in a calligraphic manner
from the soft-focus aesthetics of their predecessors and formed simply based on how the light is highlighting or shadowing the
Group f/64, they ushered in an era where the camera was “used blade. The meditative photograph is a study in form where the
for a recording of life, for rendering the very substance and viewer has no sense of scale or a rooted location.

I

quintessence of the thing itself, whether it be polished steel or
palpitating flesh. ”

I

n opposition to the endless expanse in Grasses, Aix-enProvence features a single blade of grass highlighted with a
Weston’s iconic 1936 photograph Nude (Charis, Santa Moni- dramatic spotlight against a blackened backdrop. Here the abca), is a fine example of the interplay between light and shadow stracted form turns the subject into a poetic and lyrical figure.
that has defined much of his photographic career. Here Charis, The sale also includes an impressive group of Social Docuhis partner and future wife, quietly poses in a sundrenched mentary photographs with a focus on works created in mining
doorway with her arms wrapped around her legs. Weston’s towns across Appalachia. One of the earliest in the group is
sculptural use of light creates a photograph where the form of a vintage Lewis Hine print, Pennsylvania Coal Mining Nipper
the body directs the composition.
from 1911. (image page 11) Here Hine photographed a thirteen-year-old boy whose responsibility was to open and close
n the 1940s Weston went on a cross-country journey to cre- the mine as coal cars approached. The haunting photograph’s
ate photographs for a new edition of Walt Whitman’s Leaves location was a quarter of a mile from the surface.
of Grass. Traveling with his wife in a Ford they named Walt,
he made photographs from his native California to Whitman’s Photographs made by Walker Evans, Marion Post Wolcott,
Brooklyn and as many places between as was possible. The Bruce Davidson, and Sebastião Salgado feature a variety of
project was Weston’s most wide-ranging and included many perspectives on mining towns. Skinner is auctioning this colportraits and photographs of man-altered landscapes. He did lection to benefit The Couse Foundation in Taos, New Mexico
not seek out to literally illustrate Whitman’s prose, but to create and the Couse-Sharp Historic Site with the goal of elevating
a cross section of the American experience by photographing Taos art in the community.
everything that excited him. Pennsylvania Dutch Barn, (image Additional documentary photographs in the sale include works
page 11) photographed during this project features a dead- by Garry Winogrand, Arthur Rothstein, Lisette Model, James
pan view that differed greatly from his native California and
continued on page 11
certainly caught and excited his eye.

I
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DENTAL CARE
AS DEPICTED IN ART

by Cynthia F. Weisfield
A few months ago I was sitting around feeling very sorry for
myself as I had just been given the nasty news that periodontal
surgery was necessary. Now, it isn't the pain of the procedure
that was bothering me, rather I am truly a compleat foodie.
Unfortunately, the follow up care to the surgery included a
limited list of foods that began with soft pasta, not even al dente, truly a cardinal gastronomic sin. Everything after that on
the list all melded into, not to put too fine a point on it, gruel. I
was beginning to have nightmarish visions of having morphed
into Oliver Twist being starved by Mr. Bumble.
At that point I turned to art, as I needed comforting from a
favorite source. I wondered how dentistry had been depicted
over the centuries, so I began researching. My first try brought
up the image on the right, and with that I began laughing uproariously. Why? Because I immediately thought of all the
old vaudeville routines involving a (male) doctor (or dentist),
usually of dubious ability, and a (usually blond) buxom nurse
dressed in white.

S

o there it was, almost 1000 years ago, a then practitioner
of dubious ability with white gowned nurse. Truly, nothing changes. Except the shape of the nurse. The vaudeville
buxom, curvaceous, somewhat exposed version was nothing
like the then standard pear shaped form, quite heavily clothed,
with breasts (usually) suggested. And, of course, the faces do
not show emotion in contrast to vaudeville where over-the-top
expressions are expected.
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/e7/99/bd/e799bd848073bf0896a0258f5440c4ec.jpg
It turns out that depictions of dental and medical treatment are
an entire subset of art historical study. I'm not referring to great
works such as Rembrandt's "The Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp"
and Thomas Eakins "The Agnew Clinic", nor the anatomical https://www.dailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/migrastudies done by Da Vinci, Vesalius and Harvey. Rather, I'm tion/2017/201704/FEATURES_170409691_EP_-1_WGPAFABYUGreferring to the everyday images of medical treatment, in this WL.jpg?w=620
case before the modern era.

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-10552644

It was not a pleasant world. Quite the opposite. It was a dirty,
unsanitary, painful one. We've all heard that barbers were the go https://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large-5/dentistryto people for pain, but it turns out that blacksmiths also doubled caricature-18th-century-science-photo-library.jpg
as health care providers. It is to be hoped that the pliers used to
https://metro.co.uk/2017/05/30/horrifying-pictures-show-what-goingyank teeth did not go from horse hooves to human mouth.
The procedure was often a source of local entertainment, everybody welcome. One suspects that there was a certain sadistic pleasure involved not just in viewing the sufferings of
the patient but also in watching the contorted positions that
providers had to go through to get enough traction to yank a
firmly rooted tooth. Favorite techniques included balancing
against the patient, putting one leg against a wall and leaning on not usually stable assistants. Very often an assistant
restrained the victim's head. As time marched on hands began
to be restrained, sometimes in gruesome fashion, so that agonized patients would not strike out against her precariously
perched tormenters.
The teeth probably did come out, most likely along with gum
and some assorted pieces of jawbone; a patient was lucky if
the latter wasn't broken, more so if she lived.
Those of you who are interested in pursuing this topic will do
well to go to the National Library of Medicine web site, as well
as the links below.
As for me. I go to my periodontal treatment with some level of
sanguinity and much gratefulness that I don't have to rely on a
barber. Or a blacksmith.

to-the-dentist-used-to-be-like-6672546/

JOAN MITCHELL IN BALTIMORE
The Journal of the Print World was one of the firt publications to predict the success of the long awaited and long overdue, Joan Mitchell
retrospective. A "gem of a show, it was termed. Since then, the show,
which opened at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, has received superb reviews. The New York Times says that the show "ingeniously reconsiders Mitchell's legacy." Thrilling" proclaims the author
of one of the two views in the Wall Street Journal. Readers who could
not make it to the show have a second chance at the Baltimore Museum of Art, starting March 6th and running to August 14th. The comprehensive show, comprising of 80 paintings plus works on paper and
biographical material, ties Mitchell's work to the arc of her career, from
the early, almost exploratory work of the 1950's, to the landscape feel
of her works. The show is an immersve experience into beauty on a
grand scale for alart lovers.

Cynthia F. Weisfield is an art historian with a degree from
the University of Chicago. She is a freelance writer whose
articles about art and food appear regularly in multiple
publications. She and her husband, Mike Weisfield, have
built a prominent collection of American abstract expressionist art. She teaches classes about Abstract Expressionism and politics in art and may be reached at
bernini37@yahoo.com

But I still resent the gruel.
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EDWARD T. POLLACK FINE ARTS
The live shows are coming back. Edward T. Pollack Fine Arts
will exhibit at two Print Fairs in California in February 2022.
The Los Angeles Print Fair will be held from February 4-6 at the
Pasadena Convention Center, in conjunction with the Book
Fair sponsored by Rare Books LA. The Bay Area Print Fair will
be at the Kala Institute in Berkeley on February 12 and 13. Accompanying both shows from February 1-15 will be the West
Coast Print Fair 2022 Online at WestCoastPrintFair.com

A

s usual, we will bring to the live shows a selection of important and rare prints and drawings along with more
moderately priced materials including American and European
works from the 20th and 21st Centuries. In the accompanying
online show we will exhibit 100 works. All of our inventory is
always available through our website, www.edpollackfinearts.
com
We are also subscribers to the new site OnPaper.Art, where we
list about 200 works, some of which are recent acquisitions
(look for “NEW” superimposed on the image). We update our
“booth” on this site regularly, changing out the works so as to
keep the booth fresh and encourage repeat visits. This is a permanent site for showing and selling works on paper; visitors
can link directly to the individual seller to ask for information,
make a purchase, or see additional work. The number of subscribing dealers is expanding, and includes dealers from the
U.S. and Europe specializing in artworks spanning the historic
range from Old Masters to Modern to Contemporary, and the
geographic range from European and American to Japanese
prints and items from other cultures.

ONPAPER.ART
OnPaper.Art is a new company formed by print dealers-

Bernard Derroitte and Ed Pollack with the initial goal of producing virtual Print Fairs to keep alive the shows that couldn’t
be held because of the covid pandemic. They successfully produced online fairs to take the place of the NY Satellite Print
Fair (October 2020 and 2021) and of the Portland, Bay Area,
and Los Angeles Fine Print Fairs (February 2021) which they
wrapped into a single West Coast Print Fair.
They quickly realized that online shows aren’t merely a substitute for the live fairs, but can also serve to augment those
shows when the live fairs return, expanding the reach of show
exhibitors, and allowing dealers who could not be at the live
shows to participate in them virtually. Beyond this, Bernard
and Ed saw there was a further opportunity to create a site
which could provide a continuing selling venue for dealers in
fine works on paper, highlighted by the periodic shows. The
website OnPaper.Art accomplishes all of this. It is now an
active site with close to 2000 works on display, and expanding. Collectors, curators, and dealers can use the site to search
for works that interest them, and then contact the subscribing
dealer directly to purchase or seek added information.
OnPaper.Art will produce two live shows in California in February 2022, along with a virtual show to accompany them.

T

he online West Coast Print Fair will be at WestCoastPrintFair.com from February 1 through 15. At this writing the
show has 25 exhibitors, with the expectation that the number
will increase as the show dates get closer.

Edward T. Pollack Fine Arts in located in Portland, Maine. With excitement and confidence OnPaper.Art has taken a
Reach us by email at ed@edpollackfinearts.com or call us at 617- block of booths for the return of the long-established Los Angeles Fine Print Fair. The fair will occupy its own section within
610-7173.
the Rare Books LA show to be held at the Pasadena Convention
Center from February 4-6. The ten exhibiting dealers are The
www.edpollackfinearts.com
Art of Japan, Stevens Fine Art,
continued page 10

EDWARD T. POLLACK FINE ARTS

Diego Rivera - Self Portrait - Lithograph, 1930 Edition of 100

Visit Us Online at
EdPollackFineArts.com - OnPaper.art - West CoastPrintFair..com
Visit Us Live at
LA Print Fair - Pasadena CA - Bay Area Print Fair - Berkeley CA
ed@edpollackfinearts.com - 617-610-7173
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ONPAPER.ART

"Prejudice in Prints"

continued from page 9

C

enter Street Studio, Jeannot Barr Prints & Drawings, The
Tolman Collection, Roger Genser – The Prints and the Pauper, The Verne Collection, Susan Teller Gallery, Armstrong Fine
Art, and Edward T. Pollack Fine Arts. Visit https://rarebooksla.
com and click the Tickets tab for information about hours and
admission.

O

n the following weekend, February 12 and 13 OnPaper.
Art will produce the the third iteration of the Bay Area Fine
Print Fair at the Kala Institute in Berkeley. Kala is a printmaking
workshop with a large and attractive gallery space which is
made available for our fair; it is a venue which draws Kala’s own
group of artists and collectors as well as collectors of works on
paper from the entire Bay Area. The eleven exhibitors include
Warnock Fine Arts, Oehme Graphics, Manneken Press, and
continuing on from Pasadena, Center Street, Genser, Stevens,
Barr, Verne, Tolman, Armstrong, and Pollack.
Kala is located at 2990 San Pablo Avenue in Berkeley. Admission is free, and the show will be open on Saturday, February 12 from 10AM to 6PM, and on Sunday February 13 from
10AM to 5PM.
At the live and online shows, exhibitors will display important
and rare prints and drawings along with more moderately
priced materials. The prints span the historic range from Old
Masters to Modern to Contemporary, and the geographic range
from European and American to Japanese prints and items
from other cultures.
We hope you will visit all four of our venues this February.
For detailed Information about dates, locations, hours, and exhibitors at the Pasadena and Berkeley Shows visit OnPaper.Art.
While there, browse the site and search the category areas for
artworks in your fields of interest or visit the booths of each
dealer. Dealers in addition to those doing the live shows will
participate in the online show at WestCoastPrintFair.com, so
those attending the live shows will benefit from also visiting
the virtual show.
On a continuing basis, Bernard and Ed will be working to create enhancements to the OnPaper.Art , promote it widely, and
expand the number and kind of materials available, in an effort
to make it an online venue that visitors will want to come back
to frequently.
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American Historic Print Collectors' Society
Meets in Denver
The 2022 annual meeting for the American Historical Print
Collectors Society will be held in the Mile High City, May 19
to 21st 2021, with an optional day trip into the Rockies on
the 22nd. The meeting includes lectures by print experts, a
visit to the American Museum of West of Art, and a morning
session dedicated to looking at the issue of “Prejudice in
Prints.”
The meeting will include morning lectures on topics ranging
from the images of Charles Graham to pictorial maps, and
from early lithography in Texas to Colorado fine art prints.
A tour of the American Museum of Western Art is included,
and a day trip to Georgetown is offered on Sunday, including
a ride on the famous “loop” railroad, a mine tour, visit to
the Hotel de Paris. A print mart and dinner will be held
on Thursday evening. The annual AHPCS auction/dinner on
Saturday evening.
The Saturday morning session will focus on issues related
to prejudice in American historical prints. Many printed
images exhibit prejudice toward individuals or groups on the
basis of their physical type or race, or on their inclusion in a
particular ethnic or religious group.
Lectures will consider the topic of women as depicted
in nineteenth-century prints and anti-Asian images in
nineteenth-century American print culture, followed by
a panel discussion exploring the issue of what prejudice
in prints looks like and how we can acknowledge and
counteract the damage these images have done.
The panel will consist of collector, Prof. Tukufu Zuberi
from the University of Pennsylvania; curator of fine arts, Dr.
Stephanie Delamaire from Winterthur Museum; Christopher
Lane from The Philadelphia Print Shop West.
Non-members will find registration information web site
at https://ahpcs.org and are able to register. Students are
welcome.
Questions can be addressed to
Chris Lane at lane@pps-west.com
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SKINNER’S

SKINNER

First Print Auction of 2022 Strong in French Works

in January

is holding its next major auction of prints continued from page 7
van der Zee, Margaret Bourke-White, and Danny Lyon. A vathe 27th. The sale covers works by Western printmakers from riety of landscape photographs by Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter,
the last 500 years. The auction features a broad array of works and Joel Meyerowitz are included in the sale along with exby artists working in and around Paris in the 20th century.
perimental works by Man Ray and Dora Maar. All works will
be available to preview in the Skinner’s Marlborough Gallery
Paris in the early 20th century inevitably conjures the works of
during the run of the auction.
Picasso and Braque. Together the two created the most highly influential style of the century: Cubism. The Cubist period
www.Skinnerinc.com
was a wildly experimental moment for Braque, and Skinner is
pleased to offer three of his Cubist etchings: Paris 1910, Pal,
and Nature morte II.

Skinner and multiples from January 18th through

I

n 1911, art dealer Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler commissioned
large intaglios from both Braque and Picasso. Braque’s
work, Fox, was published in 1912. According to Vallier,
Braque produced eleven Cubist etching from about 1907 to
1912. Of these, only Fox and Job were published in the 1910s.
Vallier surmised that the relative lack of sales of the two works
may have been why Braque didn’t return to etching until 1930.
The other Cubist etchings (not including Essai which was never
formally published) were published between 1950 and 1954
at the urging of Aimés Maeght. By the 1950s, Braque’s work
was extremely popular. Braque may have been ambivalent
about the idea, as he did not want to retouch any of the plates
even though they had been abandoned for 40 years. At the
same time, he refused to allow the removal of any stray lines or
remarques. This might imply satisfaction with the plates rather
than ambivalence.
The auction also includes several works by Picasso, the most
important of which is an impression of the 10th state of Les
deux femmes nues. From November 10th, 1945, to February
12th, 1946 Picasso created 18 different states of the composition featuring a seated nude on the left and a reclined nude on
the right with drapery and a floor screen behind them. Each
state was printed in a run of 19 impressions to be kept by the
artist, and only the final state was released in a numbered edition of 50. Two of Picasso’s ceramic works are also included
in the auction: Wood-owl from 1968 and Hen Subject from
1954. Even works after Picasso, are highly coveted, and the
sale also includes La Bouteille de Rhum, a 1965 collotype and
pochoir print after the Cubist painting of the same name completed in 1911 and currently housed at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
Other works from the French School include Marc Chagall’s
Paysage bleu and Paysage au coq. Both are color lithographs
from 1958. Works by Georges Rouault include his color aquatint Pierrot from Cirque de l'etoile filante, published in 1938,
and prints by Joan Miró and several early 20th century advertising posters round out the group.
The sale includes something for everyone, even for non-Francophiles. Modern works include impressions by Victor Pasmore, Dame Barbara Hepworth, Antoni Tàpies, Josef Albers,
and Alex Katz. Old masters include Rembrandt and Callot.
American masters Rockwell Kent, James Whistler, Isabel bishop, and Frank Benson are also featured. Lots and preview
times can be viewed at
www.Skinnerinc.com
Marc Chagall
(Russian/French)
1887- 1985),
“Paysage bleu,”
1958,
color lithograph

(top) Edward Weston (American, 1886-1958), “Nude (Charis, Santa Monica),”
1936, gelatin silver print Image cortesy of Skinner Inc., www: Skinnerinc.com
(center) Lewis Hine (American, 1874-1940), “Pennsylvania Coal Mining Nipper,” 1911, gelatin silver print Image cortesy of Skinner Inc., www: Skinnerinc.
com
(bottom) Edward Weston (American, 1886-1958), “Pennsylvania Dutch Barn,”
1941, gelatin silver print Image cortesy of Skinner Inc., www: Skinnerinc.com
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Nice, to name only a few. Her pieces reside in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, The National Gallery of Women in the Arts
in Washington, D.C. The Tel Aviv Museum in Israel, the Yale
or at University Art Gallery, and The Brooklyn Museum, and are all
least she aspires to become one. And she does it with the style part of their permanent collections.
of a true diva, whose talents know no boundaries. Chernow’s Her women run the gamut from seductive to tough to sexy.
spree is “noir,” and she goes about it with unbridled passion, as Her men are corrupt, handsome and unrestricted.. There is a
she steps into other eras where she is at her artistic best.
melodramatic tone to her work. Each piece tells a story, which

Ann Chernow is a bad girl,

“Film Noir” (black film) depicts the movies that evolved from
the steamy dime novels of the ‘30s, ‘40s and ‘50s, usually shot
in black and white and filled with crime, violence and overt
sexual decadence. It was a time when men were all muscle
and brawn, and women dripped rhinestones as big as doorknobs, their platinum manes flung over their ermine furs, as
they sipped pink champagne in dimly-lighted nightclubs. Cigarette smoke curled around them, enveloping the room in a
hazy glow, while Louis Armstrong belted out melancholy tunes
on his trumpet amidst the heady aroma of cheap perfume.
Chernow captures it all in her litany of artistic mediums.

depicts emotions we all feel, and to which we can relate. Chernow plays many roles: artist, filmmaker, actor, and director. The
connections intertwine and are extraordinarily compelling.
Her characters are on the verge of a mad seduction, and a
touch of impropriety is always in the air. Trouble lurks behind
half-closed doors, and there might be a glimpse of a leg gracefully protruding out from the side of a canvas. Along with a
winking eye, or a hint of cleavage, a sense of exquisite artistic
foreplay is ever present.

C

hernow pauses to reflect. “I need to live 200 years to finish
all the projects I have in me,” she says, with a tilt of her
Born in New York City, her family moved to Rochester, New head and a dreamy look in her eyes.
York, and returned to Flushing, Queens when Chernow was
nine. It was there she discovered her artistic calling early. As a And we, the admirers of her work, wish that she could. But
teenager, her favorite pastime was hanging out at Keith’s RKO, there is no doubt that her work will endure, as Chernow, the
where the onscreen femme fatales and gangsters kept her riv- Queen of Noir, reigns supreme.
eted. Saturday afternoons at the movies induced in Chernow a
longing to borrow her favorite screen idols and turn them into
art. Her particular interest was “noir,” which not only reflected
a dark mood, but became a blank slate on which she would ultimately craft her iconic shady characters that began showing
up on her canvases. All of that is evident in the art she creates,
which has won her many awards, too numerous to count.
Chernow’s studio, attached to her house, bulges in artistic excess. Remnants of the past are everywhere and are steeped
in nostalgic splendor. Her walls exhibit works-in-progress. It
is where ladies with funny names stare out from behind their
gaudy frames. Floral hat boxes line the ample shelves. Mannequins in hats, buckled shoes and clutch bags from the ‘40s
allow visitors to feel as though they have entered a time warp,
momentarily leaving the 21st century behind.
The captions beneath her “noir” dames are legendary, each
Ann Chernow, "Blackmail one depicting a specific theme: the brooding blondes and
Beyond
a Reasonable Doubt"
their bad boys, who blow gunpowder off their revolvers - or a
trampy broad pausing to adjust a garter. They are all there on
the walls beckoning us in. For a moment we are catapulted
back into that dangerous time where her characters seem to Judith Mark-White is an award-winning essay columnist for the
Westport News in Connecticut. She has published two novels:
come alive and mingle among us.
(Random House/Ballantine), Seducing Harry and Bachelor Dehernow’s art has made her not only a local Westport ce- gree, the latter for which she received a Readers’ Prize Award from
lebrity, but also an international sensation, as she lectures ELLE Magazine. She is now working on her next book. She may
widely throughout the country and abroad. She struts her stuff be reached by phone, 203 227-7761 or 203 247-0373 or via email,
from galleries in New York’s Chelsea, to Santa Fe, Province- joodth@snet.net
town, San Francisco, the Bulgarian Collection in Lessedra, to

C
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Warhol’s “Prince Series”
Goes Before the Supreme Court . . again
continued from page 2

This question has been working it’s way
through the courts for years.

his own image … and that maybe the Prince
Estate might have something to say about
Appropriation of the Mona Lisa was not
this matter too.
limited to popular culture and hobbyist.
Famous artists like Marcel Duchamp, Any
Fair Use is a doctrine in the United
Warhol, and Jasper Johns, have successfully
States that permits the limited use of
appropriated the Mona Lisa in their work.
certain copyrighted material without
first acquiring permission from the
And that’s not the only question. How
copyright holder. It allows as a
does greed among the parties come into play
defense to copyright infringement
here?
claims the use of creative works by
allowing the limited use for what
Is Ms. Goldsmith bringing suit because The
could be considered “in the best
Warhol Foundation has a lot of money?
public interest.”
Appropriation (in art) means,
literally, the “taking possession of
something.” For example, the use
of an image uses “appropriation
in their work,” . . . creating a new
work that belongs to them . . . even if
the new work contains content from
another source.

Does “originality” become so threatened
that nobody, no way does anything that
remotely resembles the work of others?
Is the Mona Lisa exempt from all this?

Artist, Svetlana Petrova, inserts her

“fat cat,” Zarathustra, into famous
Where’s the line that determines whether
pieces of her artwork.
something is original and/or “inspired” by
https://mymodernmet.com/svetlana-petrova-fat-cat-art/
another work of art?

So the question is … when Andy Warhol
It will be interesting to see how this all plays
used photographic images to inpire his
out.
iconic pop art, was he “transforming” said
images to be considered “fair use” of the
Rebecca Ronstadt
underlying images?
Publisher, Journal of the Print World
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The International Block Print Renaissance Then and Now

continued from page 6

rich and famous. The Japanese printmakers depicted everyday subject matter—landscapes, birds, flowers, fashionable
women, and famous actors. At this time, European artists such
as the now well-known impressionist group were particularly
influenced by these prints. Claude Monet, Edgar Degas, and
Mary Cassatt, among others, had just begun to explore everyday scenes as their subject matter. They quickly absorbed the
ideas of Japanese printmakers.

J

apanese artists coupled engaging, relatable themes with a
distinctive style of cropped compositions, layered patterns,
and dynamic images built through the use of diagonal lines and
striking “bird’s-eye” views. These printmakers presented a fresh,
new way of depicting the world to their counterparts in Europe.
Many European artists also took careful note of the method Japanese artists used to create their beautifully colored prints. Throughout Europe and North America, artists began to study, experiment
with, and develop ways of using the Japanese water-based inks that
imparted the richness and luminosity of the Japanese colors.

P a p e r
Dreams
by Kieran Owens

Having just returned from an artist residency at Ireland’s Ballinglen Arts Foundation in Co. Mayo, professional printmaker
Kate MacDonagh talks to Kieran Owens about the Japanese
Mokuhanga printmaking tradition and the growing interest in
it worldwide.
At the start of the 1980s, Kate MacDonagh moved from Ireland
to the USA to study etching and color viscosity at the Robert
Blackburn Printmaking Workshop in New York. The creative
use of a single-plate multi-color etching was quite innovative
at the time and excited her greatly. After two years there she
returned to Ireland and joined Graphic Studio Dublin but, after
one year at home, decided to travel again, this time to Spain.
While there, she let go of printmaking due to a serious physical
reaction to the corrosive acids, white spirits and other harsh
materials that she had been using. “I stopped printmaking and
returned to oil painting, but that was also becoming a problem
due to my reaction to the chemicals involved in that medium.
I moved to acrylic paints, which I then used for many years,
but I was always struggling with the medium and it never really
worked for me.”

The hand carving and printing methods of these new block prints
were perfectly suited to the concerns of many, especially those associated with the burgeoning Arts and Crafts Movement, which
rejected the mass-produced products of the expanding Industrial
Revolution. A discussion began about the importance of beauty in
everyday objects. Since the Italian Renaissance, Europeans had regarded the so-called fine arts of painting and sculpture as the most
important forms of art. In contrast, by the 19th century block prints
were mainly used as book illustrations and regarded merely as
decorative or functional, applied art. As European and American
artists and printmakers explored the possibilities of block prints as
individual, single-sheet, creative works of art, their hand-printed
images were enthusiastically received by art lovers on both sides of
the Atlantic Ocean. Along with other handcrafted objects formerly
considered secondary to the “fine arts” of painting and sculpture—
ears later, in 2013, on a trip to America, MacDonagh visincluding art pottery and glass, jewelry, and furniture—these prints
ited an exhibition of Japanese woodblock prints at the
were recognized and avidly collected and exhibited.
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. “I saw a Ukiyo-e print there
The 375-page illustrated catalogue written to accompany this Exhibition explores which had this deep dark color and I immediately decided that
the International Block Print Renaissance as it spread from France and Britain, I wanted to know how to do this.” When I returned to Ireland,
across Central Europe, and throughout America. The catalogue is available in the
by an extraordinary coincidence I saw an ad for a Japanese
Wichita Art Museum Store (316-268-4975).
woodblock printing workshop in the National Print Museum.
Reilly Shwab has joined the staff of the Wichita Art Museum as the C.A. Seward The artist Debra Bowden was conducting the workshop and I
Assistant Curator of Prints and Drawings. Shwab has previously worked in instantly fell in love with the technique. The big attraction for
curatorial roles at the University of Kansas’s Spencer Museum of Art and the
me was the use of those watercolor pigments and the special
Knoxville Museum of Art, in addition to his many years of teaching art history at the University of Kansas, the University of Montana, the University printing papers. I immediately felt that I had found my mediof Tennessee, and other institutions. He holds a doctoral degree in art history um. Without a doubt, something magic had happened for me”

Y

from the University of Kansas, where he wrote a dissertation on Dutch art of the
seventeenth-century. In addition to Dutch art, his previous research concerns
the history of prints and of art collecting in the United States. Shwab’s first large
project at the Wichita Museum of Art is an exhibition and comprehensive catalog focused on the Wichita-based Prairie Print Makers. This catalog will expand
on the 1981 publication about this important and fascinating print society.

Following on from a week-long course in Bowden’s studio in
Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny, MacDonagh enthusiastically built
up her experience in this new-found printmaking method.
With Bowden’s encouragement, in 2015 she applied for a sixweek artist residency in Japan. “We had different tutors working with us for three days at a time, each of whom would teach
us some very specific skill. They would leave us to experiment
and then return to critique the results. I was working alongside
five other artists from different countries, which was all part of
the learning experience.”
The Mokuhanga technique is chemical free,
non-toxic, environmentally friendly, and uses relatively simple
hand tools and equipment that require little space to produce
beautiful work. The natural beauty of the materials - wood,
pigment and hand-made paper - are all retained and enhance
each other. MacDonagh had a strong response to working with
the natural qualities of each element of the creative process.
“Something quite magical happens in what the paper allows
the pigment and the watercolor to do. I never cover the entire
image with color, and always allow the paper itself to be a

Yoshijiro Urushibara (Japanese, 1888–1953),
"Queen of the Night," color woodcut,
around 1920, collection of Seward Family
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Kieran Owens is the former publisher and editor of The Event Guide
cultural newspaper in Ireland. He is a Board Member of Graphic
Studio Dublin and was previously Chair of the Board of Project Arts
Centre, and of the Douglas Hyde Gallery in Trinity College Dublin.
kieranowensis@gmail.com
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feature in the SVAC exhibition. The presentation effectively
bridges past and present and points to the future of the
Mokuhanga medium, which encompasses elements of graphic
design, printmaking, sculpture, and painting. Each print on view
demonstrates the infinite variety of “worlds” that can exist when
an artist presses a sheet of plant-based paper onto a hand-carved
and inked wooden block.

Katie Baldwin / Mariko Jesse / Yoonmi Nam, "wood+paper+box" Clamshell box
and contents. 18 works of art fit inside a 6" x 9" clamshell box, 2014, Ed. 8

vital part of the finished image. This is because of the quality
of the light, which seems to breath through the paper like air.”
MacDonagh elaborates: “The carving of the blocks is a huge
part of the process but for me the special part is what happens
between the pigment and the paper. No less important is the water that is used, and the various moisture levels, which are so important when making a Mokuhanga print. It is a real relationship
between the materials, separate from the images that you want
to create. Cherrywood was the traditional medium for carving
Mokuhanga prints but is now quite expensive and difficult to
sustainably source. More regularly nowadays Shina plywood is
used, which a pliable soft wood and is easier to carve.”

Lucy May Schofield, "Sanguine mood (after Helen)"
18.5" x 12", Mokuhanga reduction print, Ed. 4

I

n addition, SVAC has invited New Hampshire-based artist
Matt Brown to create a display of authentic tools and
materials to bring to life the basic process of Japanese printing
The workshops that MacDonagh attended took place in Kawa- from multiple color wood blocks. A selection of his prints will
guchiko, a small village beside five lakes and in a house and be on display in the Wilson lobby at the Center.
studio that had a beautiful view of Mount Fuji. They were set up
with the support of the Japanese Government because many of MacDonagh retains her connections to Japan and the wider
the skills involved were being lost and the centuries-old family world of Mokuhanga printmaking. She recently attended the
businesses that supported specialist woodblock tool and paper Fourth International Mokuhanga conference, which was held
makers were collapsing. “We were very fortunate to have been in Nara. “I have been in Japan (virtually) over the past two
days for the Mokuhanga conference. It has been very exciting
taught by such extraordinarily skilled people.”
and so inspiring to see and hear what’s happening with other
he chance meeting of the eight international women artists printmakers around the world, particularly during these chalat the Mokuhanga Innovation Lab lead to the formation of lenging few years.”
the Mokuhanga Sisters, now an established print collective. ‘The World Between The Block And The Paper’ will run at the
Their bond, nurtured through years of regular Zoom meet- South Vermont Arts Center until Sunday 27th March 2022. See
ups and collaborative projects, forms the foundation of an www.svac.org for further details.
exhibition at the South Vermont Arts Center’s Yester House.
Entitled ‘The World Between The Block And The Paper’ it is
running as a companion exhibition to SVAC’s ‘Hiroshige and
the Changing Japanese Landscape,' a presentation of Japanese
woodblock prints by Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858), which
can be seen until 27th February 2022.

T

The Hiroshige show depicts how the political climate
during 19th century Japan influenced its art and how that art
influenced the country’s political and social climate in return.
It features Hiroshige’s full series of the ‘Hoeido Tokaido,' work
that lead him, through his treatment of the landscape as the
main subject, to be considered as the country’s most esteemed
woodblock print masters. Over the course of 55 images, the
series takes the viewer on a journey along the Great Tokaido,
an important coastal road that connected Edo (now Tokyo)
to Kyoto, more than 300 miles away. The exhibition will also
include works by some of his contemporaries and influences.
The whole exhibit is from the collection of Steven Schlussel,
an SVAC artist-member who has been collecting for over half
a century.
For ‘The World Between The Block And The Paper’ exhibition,
the Mokuhanga Sisters invited about 20 teachers and friends to
demonstrate the versatility of this ecologically-sound medium.
Although it is possible to create a print after a one-day
workshop, mastering this art form takes many hours of practice.
In that way, everyone who practices Mokuhanga needs at least
one teacher. A short 2021 film entitled ’Borderless,' which
documents the development of the relationship of the eight
Sisters during their time working together in Japan, will also
Page 15 January, 2022

Kate MacDonagh, "Eclipse 1" 2019
18" x 12," Mokuhanga, Ed. 7

Kate MacDonagh is a professional printmaker living in Ireland and
working between there and Japan. She is a member of Graphic Studio Dublin, Ireland’s longest-established print studio, which celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2020. In May 2022, she will be the
artist-in-residence at the Centre Culturel Irlandais (Irish Cultural
Centre), in Paris, France.
https://graphicstudiodublin.com/artist/kate-mac-donagh/
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More
Than
Hot Type
at the

Mystic Museum of Art
March 18 - May 29, 2022
By Carolyn Winter and Carol Strause FitzSimonds
The More Than Hot Type Exhibit at the Mystic Museum of Art
will be the last chance to see the original prints and artists’
statements that comprise the Hot Type Portfolio framed and
publicly displayed. The Portfolio was created by 25 artists from
the Providence Art Club in response to type historian Beatrice
Warde’s broadside, “This is a Printing Office.”
The Portfolio served as a way for these artists to bear witness to
the past three years of social discord, media distortion, political divisiveness, and disease. The Portfolio images reflect responses that range from caustic political humor to profound insights into human nature, global disasters, and social injustice.
Each print and accompanying statement embodies the unique
voice and views of the printmaker who created it.

T

he More in the exhibit title alludes to concurrent special
events and weekend workshops being offered by six of
the portfolio artists. The one-day workshops range from
colored pencil and charcoal drawing to Japanese marbling on
paper and the print techniques of Gelli plate monotype and
pochoir. More also refers to the recent addition of the portfolio
to two collections: the Lifespan Women & Infants Hospital
Collection and the Graphic Arts Collection of the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History. The
Graphic Arts Collection is the oldest print-collecting unit of the
Smithsonian and focuses on the technical and social his-
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tory of printmaking. The prints in this collection illustrate technical developments and cultural changes; they represent all
kinds of graphic works that have influenced American society.
Joan Boudreau, Curator of the Graphic Arts Collection, wrote,
“The portfolio of prints is a very welcome addition to the
Graphic Arts Collection. During the last decade, and particularly during the last year, we’ve better understood our needs to
represent the social issues of our time and, whenever possible,
to work towards a more diverse artist base. Even though this
unit has always primarily been interested to collect examples
of works that stretch printmaking technology we have also regularly represented the period we live in through the subject
matter of different works. It’s now up to us to accept works that
include a deeper social meaning. The portfolio images clearly
do that.”represented the period we live in through the subject
matter of different works. It’s now up to us to accept works that
include a deeper social meaning. The Portfolio images clearly
do that.”

The More Than Hot Type exhibit

runs March 18 – May 29, 2022 at the Mystic Museum of Art.
The Opening reception, free and open to the public, is Thursday, March 17, from 5:30-7:30pm. The museum is located at
9 Water Street in historic downtown Mystic, Connecticut and
is open daily, 11am-5pm. For information on special events
and programs during the exhibit please visit www.mysticmuseumofart.org.
The Mystic Museum of Art, a part of the Connecticut art scene for
over 100 years, was founded by a group of prominent artists rooted
in the philosophy of the 19th century French landscape painters.
MMoA today serves as an art and cultural center for southern
Connecticut with four galleries, state of the art studio space, classrooms, an art reference library, a comprehensive education program
for children and adults, and an outreach program to area schools.
The Providence Art Club was founded in 1880 by professional and
amateur artists and art collectors, including several women and
the African-American artist Edward Mitchell Bannister. The goal
of the founders was to encourage and support art in the community. The club has expanded into four picturesque historic buildings that are now home to studios, three galleries, and a clubhouse.
Through public programs, outstanding art classes, and a robust
exhibition schedule, the Art Club continues the proud traditions of
its founders. www.providenceartclub.org
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A Calder, lithograph

F Becker, etching

H. Glintenkamp woodcut

N. Kent woodcut

R Estes, serigraph

F. Utpatel woodblock

R. Inveraity woodcut

H. Logan woodcut

F. Boyd woodcut

R Cottingham, acrylic
B Abbott, photograph

Rachel Davis Fine Arts

D

ecember 4th Fine and Decorative Arts auction featured the estate of
the renowned collectors/dealers, Ross M. Trump and Edson J. Brown.
Preceding the offering of significant early 19thc. portraits and distinctive
decorations, 150 lots of American and European works on paper, from various collections, opened the auction. Hardly serving as an appetizer to the
delectable buffet of Trump/Brown’s Victoriana and Pennsylvania Dutch, the
prints, drawings, and photographs, in and of themselves, commanded impressive prices, indicative of the bravura of the bidders in the Cleveland,
Ohio auction house, those who participated on-line, by phone, or proxy.
Momentum accelerated from the onset at the Davis December 4th auction
as heated competition ensued for a 1946 etching in colors by Frederick
Becker, The Cage. The artist proof from a modest edition of 5 defied the
narrow bars of its tepid pre-sale estimate, breaking out with gusto at $2640.
The calculated whimsy of Alexander Calder continues to captivate; an untitled lithograph in colors outright astonished, besting its estimate tenfold
at $2,375. Richard Estes’ 1981 serigraph in colors Subway from his series
“Urban Landscapes II” sped over estimate at $1560. The comparably pristine urban vision of Robert Cottingham perpetuated its perennial appeal,
happily settling within pre-sale estimate: his 1987 watercolor and gouache
Blues at $9,000; Barber Shop at $7,800. Cottingham staunchly resists the
nomenclature of “photo-realism,” assuming the label of a “realist,” affirming the enduring appeal of that style. And city scenes in a small selection
of American photography set some seismically soaring prices at the Davis
December 4th auction.
Most notably, Andre Kertesz’ 1925 gelatin silver print Eiffel Tower (Summer Storm) bolted beyond estimate at a thunderous $2400; Berniece Abbot’s 1930’s gelatin silver print Treasury Building, New York steadily settled
within estimate at $1200 while her 1932 New York at Night, a later printing
measuring 36 x 28 5/8,” defied expectation at $12,500.
Rachel Davis Fine Arts will open its 2022 schedule with the February 5th
auction of Japanese and American woodblock prints, featuring the second
installment of the collection of the late Robert Whitman.

For information on this auction and to consign to upcoming sales, contact
Rachel Davis Fine Arts, 1301 West 79th Street, Cleveland, OH 44102,
call 216.939.1190, email info@racheldavisfinearts.com,
or visit the website
www.racheldavisfinearts.com
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W. Mack woodcut

Part 2 - the robert Whitman
ColleCtion of ameriCan
bloCk Prints 1920s -1950 s
at auCtion
saturday, February 5, 2022 • 9:30 am (us edt )
23% buyer’s Premium
26-28% buyer’s Premium on internet bidding
Catalogs available $10.00 ppd
Complete online catalog available at

www.racheldavisfinearts.com
www.liveauctioneers.com
www.invaluable.com
Proxy, internet and phone bidding available
auctioneer – rachel davis
1301 West 79th street • Cle vel and, Oh 44102
216.939.1190 • Fa x 216.939.1191
inFO @ r aCheldavisFinearts.COm
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First Project,

Frieda Kahlo sitting
with her dog from
a photograph he
had found. That
image made use of
more than twenty
screens; it is rich
in color nuance.
I wanted to use
water based inks
for health reasons
rather than oil
based inks that
emit fumes. Dan
helped with setting
up screen printing
at Wycross; he has
since passed away.

Wycross Press
by Conrad Ross
Wycross Press, the only press in the state of Alabama devoted
to the “original“ print, is managed by owner Conrad Ross.
Wycross has published unique, limited edition multiplies,
notably the “Printology” series. These days it publishes only
the work of Conrad Ross. It is an experimental shop and has
been in operation since 1989; one of many, perhaps 400
such shops, set up around the country since the ‘60’s. It is
questionable as to how many of the print shops have survived.

The first press at Wycross was purchased with a Tiffany
Dan Kiacz taught
Foundation Grant in the 1960’s shortly after I graduated from
printmaking
at
The University of Iowa, Iowa City. It was a cast iron Rembrandt
Wycross Press
the
University
press from Stockton, New Jersey, a star-wheel press patterned
of
Oklahoma,
after early 15th century hand-powered presses. It is simple
lecturing at times in Guadalajara, Mexico.The building housing
and reliable and with some minor repairs has lasted through
the press was built in 1987, a prize-winning work designed by
the years.
Auburn architect Robert Faust. The first edition from the press
was published in 1990: the work of Pam Longobardi, now
When I first came to Auburn, the University provided a studio
of Georgia State University; and Hugh Merrill, of the Kansas
for research where I set up my press. Those buildings are now
City Art Institute. In December, 2001, the first catalogue,
gone, and the Rembrandt is housed at Wycross. Litho was more
“Printology,” was published; documenting the work of 20
difficult to establish at Wycross. A printer living in Michigan,
artist-printmakers, work of the previous ten years.
trained at the Art Institute of Chicago, was closing his shop;
I bought his press, a Wright proofing press, and carted it to
n 2001, Wycross Press published a suite of prints by Ed
Auburn. For me, lithography presented a psychological barrier
Paschke, of Chicago.The radio was often tuned to NPR in
which had to be overcome. Eventually I overcame my angst
the shop. That gave me the idea of accompanying each
and was in command of a motorized Vandercook press.
folio of prints with a colophon reflecting the times in which a
was trained at the University of Iowa under Mauricio given image was born. The colophons produced at Wycross
Lasansky. He had come to Iowa via S.W. Hayter’s “Atlier not only give the usual information of paper, ink and type,
17,” an innovative print shop of the 1940’s and 1950’s in but also of materials and processes employed in producing the
New York City and from Argentina on several Guggenheim edition and some information about the artist. What makes
Fellowships. Lasansky came to the University of Iowa, replacing Wycross colophons so unique is that they also make reference
Grant Wood. Grant Wood’s reputation was established in to events in the nation and world reflected in “the media” that
Lithography. The innovations Lasansky brought to the Iowa were memorable during the time the print was “maturing;"
Print Program were in intaglio. All the litho equipment was being born, so to speak.
removed to make way for the intaglio presses and the litho
press pushed into a corner for storage. When I was at Iowa, The first and founding project undertaken by Wycross is the
no lithography was done; it was held in low esteem, and so series of 10 folios called “Printology.” Each folio contains the
my anxiety toward the media and the intricacies of processing work of two artist-printmakers with an illustrated colophon.
needed to be overcome. Only recently have I been able to Artist-printmakers were invited to participate and were paid for
master the medium, especially metal plate offset lithography. their work. Contacts for that project were made at the annual
Spring meeting of the Southern Graphics Council, a large
The silk screen vacuum table at Wycross was built when association of mostly teachers and students from colleges and
working on Dan Kiacz’s print “Diego Woman," a portrayal of universities around the country, and also of others interested
in printmaking. The association meets once a year to network,
demonstrate various techniques, organize panel discussions
and in general celebrate the many outlooks manifest by the
“original” print. The Southern Graphics Council has grown
and since become the SGCI conference, an international
organization, the largest print organization in North America.
It still meets in the spring; in 2022 it will convene in Madison,
Wisconsin.

I

I

Conrad Ross
447 Wrights Mill Road
Auburn, Alabama 36830
(334) 524 5032
email: jcro@bellsouth.net
web site: www.wycrosspress.com
Ed Paschke
Suite of six prints by Ed Paschke
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An Interview with

Professor Emeritus

Undergraduate BFA from Omaha University, Nebraska

Lloyd: I never intended to go on to college because nobody
in our family ever had. My folks couldn’t afford it. I was told
by the counselors, “Oh Lloyd, you are not college material.”
maverick educator, expert printmaker
So I took a job at the UP railroad, because my uncle could
get me one. One of my closest friends from high school, Cliff
by Susan J. Goldman, Lily Press®, LLC
Hollestelle, a well-known wildlife artist, was going to Omaha
University in Nebraska, now the University of Nebraska
Introduction: Continuing excerpts from
Omaha. He talked me into going back to school. In 1961, I
Midwest Matrix®
started at the University of Nebraska, as a painter. I was able
to make art again. It was like a breath of fresh air to go back to
Susan: I am honored to present the following from interview
school. I took some printmaking my last year with Iowa Grad,
with Professor Emeritus, Lloyd Menard of the University of
Tom Majeski. I really fell in love with the medium.
South Dakota-Vermillion. Menard, maverick educator and
expert printmaker, organized one of the most important I put myself through school working at the Omaha jailhouse
printmaking projects of the 1970's "The Vermillion Seven.” scrubbing floors late at night and for the beef hog kill at Swift
Menard set precedent organizing collaborations between Company. I used to kill, smack cows in the head with guns,
visiting artists and print students. He created the concept of the stewed in blood up to my rear end, but it was a job. In underexchange portfolio, a prolific practice among printmakers today. grad, I was a head janitor for the student center. I had several
"Menard's method is maddening and intense," as described by people working for me. I would clean floors and set up banhis mentee, Larry Schuh, a graduate of USD, now Professor at quets. People used to say, “there he is, the old janitor boy!”
McNeese State University, Lake Charles, LA. “I taught many But you know, I got respect from the people at the University.
summers at Menard's "Frogman's Workshop" in the Black Hills When I got married, we had very little money. We rented a
and Vermillion. An extraordinary hero of printmaking, Menard's hall in Omaha. People from the student center banquet service
efforts to motivate his students by visiting artists programs has brought food, serving 500 people! It cost me 60 bucks! “This
defined him as one of the leading advocates for print education is a wedding gift from the University for all that you’ve done.”
in the America.”
From Dubuque, Iowa to Champaign-Urbana, Illinois to Vermillion South Dakota
Early Life
Lloyd: I tried to get teaching jobs, but couldn’t because I didn’t
Lloyd: I was born in Omaha, Nebraska in 1938, to a Frenchhave a teaching certificate. I was 26 years old, married with
Canadian named Percy, and to an English German named Elsie.
three children. I was in the Naval Reserves, living on E-2 pay,
We lived in Omaha for a short period. Then my father got this
which was around $82 a month! I pleaded hardship, got out of
great job with Red Ball Trucking in Dallas Texas. My father was
the Navy. In 1965, I went back and got a teaching certificate
head mechanic for all the trucks. He made $20,000, which
from the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. A wonderful printwas an amazing amount of money at that time. My grandfather
maker Ray George was teaching in Art Ed. Ray told me about
was very ill with cancer, so my dad gave up his wonderful job
this town in Dubuque Iowa, where he had taught. He said,
and moved us all back to Omaha.
“you know, I think there’s an opening at the high school, you
God, ever since I can remember, I had crayolas and was should really apply.”
marking on something. I didn’t have anything to paint on, so
For three years I taught printmaking, drawing and some hiswindow shades, which was in every house. In grade school
tory at Dubuque High School. In Dubuque, I met a wonderthey saw I could draw. So they would sit me over in a chair and
ful woman Rochelle "Rocky" Toner who was teaching at Clark
I never learned anything because I thought it was so cool that
College. I knew they had a bigger press. I was working on big
I’m drawing all the pictures for the bulletin boards.
intaglios. Rocky talked me into going to grad school. I was
accepted to Madison, by Warrington Colescott. We couldn’t
afford to go there the money was so bad. Had all those kids. So
I took University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana. I graduated Illinois in '71. I had offers from Boulder Colorado, Kansas State,
University of Michigan. I ended up at a small school where
they were building a new fine arts school, called the University
of South Dakota, in Vermilion.

Lloyd Menard

Visiting Artist Program at USD
Lloyd: Sitting in Vermillion in the summer of '71 I’m trying to
fix up a shop. There was a small little handmade press. They
had taken a hallway and made me a room. I was a one-man
faculty most of all those years. We were small, hidden away.
I was trying to find ways to get artists to come. I was able to
bring visiting artists in on a shoestring. I started by going out
and selling prints I didn’t have. I would tell people, “Hey, you
should buy three or four of these prints, I’m going to have these
visiting artists in and this is what their work looks like. For $300
you can have your choice of three of them.” Jack Damer was
the first. He come walking in one day before my first visiting
artist with a litho stone and a roller under his arm, and he said,
“I’m on sabbatical and I’m just looking to do demonstrations.
Would you be interested?” And I said, “well I don’t have a
press, but yeah!” He came back after I got a litho press. Doing
workshops, that’s how we kind of paid each other. “I’ll come
and do it for you, if you’ll come do it for me!”
The first actual symposium was in 1974. We did this portfoLloyd Menard, “Turkish Rug,” Woodcut on Handmade Pulp Painting
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Warrington Colescott, Hugh Merrill, Clare Romano, and Lloyd Menard
at Frogman's Print Synposium at University of South Dakota, Vermillion

lio called “The Vermillion Seven.” With a modest NEA grant
enough to get it initiated, I brought Garo Antreasian, Jack Lemon, Rudy Pozzatti, Warrington Colescott, Jack Damer, James
Butler, Byron Burford and John Whitesell. First I invited Rudy
and he asked me, “who else are you thinking of having?” I said,
“well I’d like to get Garo Antreasian, the star of litho!” and he
says, “well I know him. I told Antreasian how much money,
he said, “that isn’t very much money.” But Rudy told him, do
it. Slowly I invented the story on to the next ones to talk them
into coming. I didn’t have even enough room in town to put
people up. I had them staying in the dorms. Suddenly people
started coming from all over! That was the start of portfolios
exchanges.

Lloyd Menard,
“Frog Man Arrived in
Nebraskaland,” Color Intaglio

Lloyd Menard,
Offset Poster,
Lithograph, 1975

How did these workshops impact your students?
Lloyd: I had 50 students in printmaking at one time. That’s
where the action was! Not counting Frogman’s, we probably
had 300 printmakers. The most important thing for my students
was to find and work with real printmakers that taught. I wanted
them to know they weren’t second-class. They didn’t have to
be a sculptor or a painter. You could be a printmaker and make
quality stuff! I started bringing those people in, and they really
are the ones that built the program. We didn’t have a graduate
program until the early ‘80s. Now, I got about 40 undergrad/
grads out teaching at the universities across the country, and
overseas.

Lloyd Menard,
Opening Night

“Vermillion Seven”
Garo Antreasian and Jack Lemon
Printing at University of
South Dakota,Vermillion, SD

Why the name Frogman's? How has the workshop impacted
printmaking?
Lloyd: I was over 200 pounds in grade school. I had a low
voice. Kids called me “Froggy.” In high school, I had a CB
radio. Frogman was my handle. I started Frogman’s in the late
70's in the Black Hills, with 10 of my students. It is a two-week
summer intensive. Today we have 40 faculty, 16 are teaching,
another 24 plus hundreds of students taking classes. People
work like hell. Start at nine in the morning, break for gallery
talks, lunch, work until the midnight. Undergrads, grads, and
professors, working together. Faculty are meeting students and
recruiting. Kids show up in their first year of undergrad and
keep coming all the way through their grad program! They are
taking back information all the time. Their work just skyrockets.
They say, “it’s because of Frogman’s.”

< Lloyd Menard,
“Me and My Heros,”
Color Intaglio

these people. It’s a rewarding profession.
And I've never regretted a moment!

I wouldn’t trade it!

Susan J. Goldman, artist, master printmaker, curator and filmmaker,
is Founding Director of Printmaking Legacy Project®, a nonprofit dedicated to documentation and preservation of printmaking
practice and history. The Printmaking Legacy Project was developed
Is there such a thing in the Midwest Printmaking?
out of her film Midwest Matrix, an hour-long documentary about
Lloyd: I’ve lived in the Midwest all my life. I wouldn't trade a the development of printmaking in the American Midwest after
Midwestern student for anything. My students have done so WWII. Susan is also Founding Director and owner of Lily Press®
well because they were willing to give their time to find out in Rockville, Maryland.
more. I think in the Midwest people sit and work together, and
help one another! That’s why Frogman’s is one of the greatest
Susan J. Goldman, Director
workshops in the country.
Lily Press®, LLC
What advice would you give to young students

Art is work. If you want to teach it’s even tougher, because
there’s so few jobs. If you commit yourself and hustle, there
is something for you! Is it a good life? You won’t make a lot of
money, but I’ll tell you, I’ve got kids that send back their baby
pictures of their families. You can’t weigh what you get from
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Printmaking Legacy Project®, Inc
11121 Luxmanor Road, Rockville, MD 20852
301-613-8457 susangoldman@lilypress.com
www.lilypress.com
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Detroit Institute of Arts
Acquires the
Stewart & Stewart Archive

T

he print archive of Stewart & Stewart, a printer
and publisher of fine art
prints since 1980, has been acquired by the Detroit Institute
of Arts (DIA) for the museum’s
permanent collection. The
Stewart & Stewart Archive represents more than forty years of
printmaking and publishing in
Michigan. It brings 199 newly
acquired prints together with
seventeen prints previously in
the DIA’s collection for a total of more than two hundred
prints by thirty-four artists.
Established in Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan in 1980 by Master
Printer Norman Stewart and his
partner and wife of 53 years Susan Stewart, Stewart & Stewart
produces primarily screenprints
and more recently archival pigment prints, in collaboration
with artists of national and international renown.
The artists include Jack Beal,
Richard
Bosman,
Nancy
Campbell, Susan Crile, Martha Diamond, Connor Everts,
Janet Fish, Sondra Freckelton, Jane E. Goldman, Keiko
Hara, John Himmelfarb, Sue
Hirtzel, Yvonne Jacquette,
Hugh Kepets, Catherine Kernan, Daniel Lang, Don Nice,
Mary Prince, Jonathan Santlofer, Jeanette Pasin Sloan,
Hunt Slonem, Steven Sorman,
Richard Treaster, and Titus
Welliver. Also represented
are Detroit area artists Judy
Bowman, John Glick, Dennis
Guastella, Clinton Kuopus,
Ann Mikolowski, Jim Nawara,
Lucille Procter Nawara, Mel
Rosas, Norman Stewart and
Paul Stewart.

Over the decades, the prints by
Stewart & Stewart have been
featured at the DIA in two focus exhibitions and two commissioned print editions. Ellen
Sharp, then Curator of Graphic
Arts, curated the exhibition
Collaboration in Print, Stewart
& Stewart Prints: 1980-1990
(1991), celebrating the first ten
years of publications. In 2005,
Nancy Sojka, then Curator of
Graphic Arts, organized The Art
of Screenprint (2005) with the
associated catalog, Collaboration in Print, Stewart & Stewart
Screenprints 25th Anniversary.
The DIA Graphic Arts Council
(now Friends of Prints, Drawings and Photographs) commissioned Stewart & Stewart
to create two limited editioned
prints: Treille, 1996, by Janet
Fish and Mirage, 1982, by Norman Stewart.

I

n May 2021, the long relationship between the DIA
and Stewart & Stewart culminated in the acquisition of
the Stewart & Stewart Archive,
making the museum a unique
resource for the study of a significant chapter in the history
of American printmaking.

American Historical
Print Collectors Society
Announces 2021 Newman Award
The American Historical Print Collectors Society has selected
Laid Down on Paper, Printmaking in American, 1800-1865 as
the winner of the 2021 Ewell L. Newman Book Award. The
book contains papers presented at a symposium held at the
Cape Ann Museum in Gloucester, Massachusetts in 2017 in
conjunction with the exhibition, Drawn from Nature & On
Stone: The Lithographs of Fitz Henry Lane, and was published
by the museum in 2020. The papers cover a wide range of topics and together represent a significant contribution to the field
of American historical print scholarship.

T

wo essays explore unfamiliar aspects of the work of Fitz
Henry Lane. Helena Wright discusses Lane’s depictions of
the Middlesex Mills in Lowell, Massachusetts, commissioned
by mill owner Samuel Lawrence and Margaretta Lovell describes his images of ships commissioned by boatbuilder Robert Bennett Forbes. Other essays include Christine Garnier’s
discussion of Henry Louis Stephens’s “The Slave in 1863,” Rebecca Santyr’s examination of the print collection formed by
chemist and geologist Issachar Cozzens Jr., Ellen R. Sondag’s
comparison of painted and aquatinted versions of John Lewis
Krimmel’s depiction of the 1819 Philadelphia Masonic Hall
Fire, and a reappraisal of Fanny Palmer’s prints as fine art by
Marie-Stephanie Delamaire and Joan Irving.
The American Historical Print Collectors Society (AHPCS) is a non-profit
group that encourages the collection, preservation, study, and exhibition of original historical American prints that are 100 or more years old. The Ewell L. Newman Award was established in 1989 to encourage the writing and publication
of works that further knowledge of such prints. The award consists of a citation
and a monetary award of one thousand dollars. Small and large works, those
of narrow scope and those with broad general coverage are equally considered.
Publications remain eligible for a period of roughly two years after they first appear. Entries for the 2022 Award are currently being sought. Please visit the
AHPCS website for more information about both the American Historical Print
Collectors Society and the Ewell L. Newman Award.

The Stewart & Stewart Archive
prints will be viewable online on the DIA website and
by appointment in the Ina M.
Clark Study Room at the DIA.
This will preserve the Stewart
& Stewart Print Archive as a
cornerstone in American printmaking for posterity.
2021 marks Stewart & Stewart’s
41st anniversary of printing
and publishing fine art prints
in collaboration with gifted and
accomplished artists from across
the United States.
Fitz Henry Lane, View of the Town of Gloucester, Mass.
Lithograph by Pendleton’s, Boston, 1836. Collection of the Cape Ann Museum.
Lane’s View of the Town of Gloucester, Mass.
Is reproduced on the cover of Laid Down on Paper.

We are

celebrating the acquisition of the
Stewart & Stewart Print Archive by the
Detroit Institute of Arts plus 42 Years of
Printing/Publishing and counting.
Printer/Publisher and Dealer of Fine Art Prints Since 1980

StewartStewart.com

IFPDA
member

WOODCUTS ▫ ETCHINGS ▫ SCULPTURE

Margaret Adams Parker

CORRECTION - In Volume 44, #3, 2021 of JPW, there was an error regarding
the publication date of the book, “Carborundum Collagraph Printmaking”. The
factual publication date is 2/29/2021. The book was not published in 2020, an
irremediable error stated on the sale page of the lulu.com website.
Betty Winkler, LCAT, ATR www.bettywinkler.com
www.yamaprints.net
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pparker@vts.edu
827 Fontaine Street
Alexandria VA 22302
703-549-5792

www.margaretadamsparker.com
1-603-267-7349

NEW

PRINTS
Our NEW PRINTS column is our effort to
provide subscribers and printmakers the opportunity
to make our readers aware of new works on paper.
This column would not be possible without the help
and support of our advertisers and subscribers. We'd
like to say "Thank you" to them and hope that
you'll thank them too.

Don Gorvett, "Twin Lights"

<
Joyce Ellen
Weinstein,
"The Fire
Eater
Palanga"
lino block
print on
paper
18" x 12"
July 2021

<

Don
Gorvett,
"New Castle
Regatta"

Danuta Muszynska, "... praying for rain..." 2021
Roulette/Drypoint/Chine-colle

Gráinne Cuffe, Irish Printmaker, Dublin
"Tulips" Series of Six
grainnecuffe@gmail.com
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Experts & Fine Art Dealers
David Allen Fine Art

WANTED
PRINTS BY
Frances Gearhart

Frances Gearhart
A Stark Counry
block print, 1937

THOMAS H. BENTON
EDNA B. HOPKINS
ROCKWELL KENT
MARTIN LEWIS
FRANCES GEARHART
WILLIAM P. CARL
FINE PRINTS

WPCARL@AOL.COM
(413) 221-2383
(919) 294-8228
WilliamPCarlFinePrints.com

Fine Paintings & Prints

Prints from Blocks,
Fine Prints,
Works on Paper,
1895-1950’s
We specialize in color woodblock prints and also have
large selection of prints in other media on our website. In
addition, we offer a large selection of framed vintage Art
& Crafts artworks.
Instead of issuing yearly catalogs
of new purchases, we will be issuing periodic Blasts showcasing
new material.
If you’re not already on our
email list, please email me or
sign up on our home page.
Contact

Steven Thomas, Inc.
Box 41
Woodstock, VT. 05091
(802) 457-1764
email: stinc@sover.net

www.woodblock-prints.com

Triad Art Group
has more than 45 years of
experience in the art world.
Triad has the largest
inventory of the
Salvador Dali –
Pierre Argillet
Collection of the finest
hand-colored
drypoint etchings.
Buying and Selling
Current inventory includes
works by these artists:
Josef Albers
Richard Anuszkiewicz
Mary Cassatt
Marc Chagall
Edgar Degas
Jim Dine
Sam Francis
Helen Frankenthaler
Robert Indiana
Alex Katz
Paul Cesar Helleu
Sol Lewitt
Henri Matisse
Joan Miro
Robert Motherwell
Alphonse Mucha
Louise Nevelson
Pablo Picasso
Pierre Auguste Renoir
Thoephile Steinlen
J.J. Tissot
Henri Toulouse-Lautrec
Mark Tobey
Victor Vasarely

Portfolio Catalogues come out
three to four times per year.
Each publication has a theme.
Contemporary Printmakers from
Sigmund Abeles, Richard Sloat,
Laurent Schkolnyk, Robert Kipniss
and many others. Holiday Selections
including American Urban Views; N.
Currier and Currier & Ives; Maritime
Images; Genre & Historical; Maps &
Atlases; 20th Century & Contemporary.
Vol. LXIX December 2009 No. 5
contains Frank W. Benson (18621951). Vol. LXXIV May 2015 No. 7
contains Antique MAPS. Vol. LXXV
No. 1 contains Printmaking: A Brief
History of Printmaking & Descriptions
of Processes. Vol. LXXV contains
Thomas Hart Benton. Vol. LXXVI
contains Peter Milton Retrospective
Exhibition. Vol. LXXVI contains
World War I: 100th Anniversary of
the United States Involvement. Vol.
LXXVI, Vol 6 contains Su-Li Hung and
Richard Sloat. Vol. LXXVII Holiday
Issue.
Each Portfolio is $3 ppd. Write:

At least twice a year the Gallery publishes
a full-color illustrated catalog featuring
a selection of current inventory. Annual
subscriptions of the printed catalog are $12.
Current and previous gallery catalogs can
also be viewed for free, online through the
Catalogs section of our website.
CONTACT: Sam Davidson (206) 624-7684

sam@davidsongalleries.com

313 OCCIDENTAL AVE SOUTH•SEATTLE, WA 98104
OPEN TUESDAY–SATURDAY •11AM–5:30PM

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-3950.
www.oldprintshop.com

PARAMOUR
FINE ARTS
Our continually
growing website
PARAMOURFINEARTS.COM

506 Province Road
Gilmanton, NH 03237
603-267-7349
journaloftheprintworld.com
jprintworld@metrocast.net

ALLINSON
GALLERY, INC.
American, British,
Continental and Japanese
fine art, 1820-2000.
Extensive online inventory
of artists from A to Z,
emphasizing works by
Arms, Austin, Badmin,
Blampied, Bone, Brockhurst,
Cameron, Daubigny, Eby,
Hassam, Helleu, Lewis,
Meryon, Pennell, Roussel,
Short, Sloan, Tanner, Turner,
Walcot, Whistler, Wyllie,
Zorn.
Contact Jane Allinson
jane@allinsongallery.com
(203) 429 2322

Please visit:
www.allinsongallery.com

www.davidsongalleries.com
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PO Box 5641
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 536-4142
Visit our new website
www.DavidAllenFineArts.com

150 Lexington Ave at 30th St

Triad Art Group
www.triadartgroup.com
info@triadartgroup.com
847-590-9081

The Antique
and Modern
Departments have a diverse inventory of
works on paper from five centuries. Our
Contemporary department represents the
work of outstanding regional, national, and
international artists working on paper.

David Allen Fine Arts

The Old Print Shop

Please Contact Us:

Davidson Galleries,
located in Seattle’s
historic Pioneer Square,
maintains the largest
inventory of fine
original prints in the
Northwest.

American Fine Prints Catalog XVII
includes Abel, Adams, Benton,
Anderson, Baker, Barlow, Dorn,
Dwight,
Eidenberger,
Hancock,
Heartwell, Heldner, Hobbs, Hutty,
Giddens, Kasimir, Kloss, Lillie, Leavitt,
D. Lee, and others. New Catalog
XVIII includes a great Alfred Hutty
on the cover, Making Sugar, from
Cane or Pressing Sugar Production
almost complete with total of 52 new
American Fine Prints. Exhibiting at
the print fair in Rosslyn Capitol art
fair. Many new items added to my
web site. Catalog is $5 ppd. Write to:
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has a large easily searchable selection
of American prints from the 1930’s and
40’s, African-American images and
artists, fine examples of color European
prints from the Belle Epoque period,
British prints, and a huge selection
of color woodblock prints from the
Arts and Crafts era. We feature fine
examples of prints by: Thomas Hart
Benton, Mabel Dwight, Don Freeman,
Robert Gwathmey, Edna Boies Hopkins,
Rockwell Kent, Jacob Lawrence, Martin
Lewis, Kyra Markham, Robert Riggs,
Luigi Rist, Raphael Soyer, Benton
Spruance, Maude Squire, Jacques Villon,
and Anders Zorn among many others.

MARGARET PATTERSON
(1868-1950) “Summer Clouds” Color woodcut,
c. 1918 8 7/8 x 11 1/4
Signed in pencil
Pictured in A Spectrum of Innovation $9500

We welcome your requests,
invite your calls, and your
visit if in the Detroit area.
Please call or write to:
ED OGUL
PARAMOUR FINE ARTS
P.O. BOX 250573, FRANKLIN, MI 48025
Phone: 248-539-7775 Fax: 248-539-7776
EdOgul@ ParamourFineArts.com
1-603-267-7349

The Print Club of New York,
established in 1991, offers an
exceptional opportunity for anyone
interested in collecting prints to learn
more about the history and process of
printmaking, to support contemporary
print artists and printers, and to meet
fellow collectors and members of the
print community.

INVITATION TO JOIN THE PRINT CLUB OF NEW YORK
The Club’s membership is limited to 200 members; annual dues are $250.
Each year all members receive a print created especially for the Club by
an established artist such as Will Barnet, Elizabeth Catlett, Alex Katz,
and Faith Ringgold. The Club’s commissioned prints are in numerous
museum collections, including The MoMA, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, the Harvard Art Museums, and the Library of Congress. We are
proud to announce that the 30th anniversary print will be created by
the renowned multidiciplinary artist, Kiki Smith. Additional benefits of
membership include a quarterly newsletter, artist studio and print shop
visits, talks and gallery tours, and invitations to major New York fine art
print related events.

1996 Richard Bosman
Brooklyn Bridge

2001 Paul Resilka
Still Boats and Moon

2006 Joan Snyder
Oasis

2016 Judy Pfaff
Yukata A

2011 Chakala Booker
Untitled

?
2021 Kiki Smith

2016 Judy Pfaff
Yukata B

The Print Club of New York currently has a limited number of
memberships available. Anyone interested in membership is
encouraged to reach out to the Club at info@printclubofnewyork.org
We welcome your interest and look forward to your participation.
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1-603-267-7349

